
Case two: Julia and Colin 
 

General information 
 
Giulia Romano is working as an artist (designing sculptures). She is 35 years old. She was born in 
Italy (Salerno) and came to live in the United States about twelve years ago. First she lived with her 
aunt in Florida (Orlando). Two years later she got to know Colin Brown, a lawyer from New York 
who specialised in intellectual property right. Colin is now 40 years old. By the time he met Giulia, 
he was 30. Both fell in love and Giulia moved into Colin’s apartment immediately. They quickly 
got married. However, both were young and inexperienced with relationships.  
 
The apartment was small. Giulia worked at home and often left a mess of unfinished sculptures in 
the living room, which bothered Colin. Giulia was disappointed because Colin had to stay at the law 
firm quite long and came home usually after dinner time.When Giulia became pregnant a shortly 
after the marriage, both realised that they would not like to be a familyand started to think about 
getting divorced. So Giulia returned to Orlando and found herself an apartment with the help of her 
aunt. 
 
Their son Leonardo was born in Orlando. He is now 8 years old. Giulia and Colin have shared 
custody rights for Leonardo.The father paid some monthly child support and had regular contact via 
telephone, skype or later on emails with his child (about once a week, sometimes once every two 
weeks). He visited Leonardo about once or twice a year during holidays. 
 
Two months ago Giulia went to her home town Salerno and decided spontaneously not to return. 
Leonardo had some connections to his grandparents in Italy and Giulia thought it would be easier be 
supported by the family when she lives here. Once Colin realised that Giulia had left the U.S. and 
had Leonardo checked out of  public school, he started court proceedings in Italy to get a return 
order by the 1980 Hague Convention. He also informed the U.S. police about the situation and the 
state prosecution issued a detention order against Giulia.  
 
Giulia believes that Leonardo cannot be sent back to the U.S. because he never lived with his father. 
She cannot return because of the detention order. She believes that Colin is just angry with her 
because she had not informed him about her intention to leave the U.S. She believes that Colin is 
not capable of raising a child. 
 

 


